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Q.l (a) Write important difference between emission and absorption electronic spectra. Prove that the second difference in the U)

OR
(a)Why do we obtain P and R branch in the electronic spectra? Draw and Explain Fortrat parabola and obtain its vertex value

(b)Which principle give intensity distribution in band system? Write the statement of its principle and explain intensity t6I
distribution in the case of 02, CO and 12 molecule.

OR

(b)Rotationalanalysisofonebandsystemisgivenby,u =24762 +25m -2.|m, incm'r.Deducethepositionofthe
band head. The values of B,' and .B, ", and the degradation of the band.

Q.2 (a) Derive the equation for dielectric constant E= 1. * Z, where ZB is the electric susceptibility of the dielectric medium. i7l

(a) Explain polarization in detail. 
oR

(b) Derive the equation for Lorentz relation Eb" = E + *p
OR

(b) Calculate the equation for Er . E, : *p
Q.3 (a) Derive the equation for electrical conductivity of the system . oa = "9:!L" mup

OR
(a) Explain in short scattering cross-section.

(b) Derive the equation for co-efficient of viscosity of the gas of the gas n = ! Ofurlt
OR

(b) Derive the equation current density in case of photoelectric effect j = ffi f (uu)

Q.4 (a) Obtain equation of Larmor frequency ol1 for diamagnetism and derive Langevin's relation
OR

(a) Explain in detail of atomic magnetic moment.

(b) Explain in detail on Electron spin resonance (ESR).
OR

(b) Write a short note on Pauli Para-magnetism.

l. Which molecule has much larger Limb width of Condon parabola?

2. For electronic transition vibrational quantum number has value AD =
3. Why homonuclear molecule exhibit electronic spectra?
4. Who has explained "Random work problem',.
5. Write work function of metal.
6. Define photoelectric effect.
7. Define polarization.
8, Write a definition of Larmore's frequency.
9. Give tull form of NMR. ".:10. Write a statement of Hund's third rule.
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